Through the Storms: Mission During Crises

October 7-8, 2021

General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists & Zoom

Produced by Adventist Mission
Schedule

Thursday, October 7, 2021
7:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time (EDT)

Welcome
Ella Simmons

Prayer
Daniel Jiao

Official Opening of Annual Council 2021
Ted Wilson, Erton Köhler

Devotional
Ted Wilson

Welcome to LEAD Conference
Tiffany Brown

Storms from the Past
"The Sound of Souls Sleeping"
Justin Kim

Faithful Through the Deepest Crisis
Bryan & Penny Gallant
Schedule

Case Study: Adventism & the Soviet Crisis
Artur Stele

Case Study: The 1919 Crisis
Jenifer Daley

Case Study: The Waldensians
Adam Ramdin

Panel Discussion
Moderator: Tiffany Brown

Mission During Difficult Times
Daniel Jiao

Mission Creativity & Innovation
Venezuela

Prayer
Linda Koh
Schedule

Friday, October 8, 2021
8:00 AM Eastern Daylight Time (EDT)

Welcome
Tiffany Brown

Devotional
Waking the Remnant: Waiting and Watching in a Crisis
Chris Holland

Remarks
Billy Biaggi

Storms from the Present

"Ode to the Sea Captain"
Justin Kim

Being a Blessing During Crisis
Rick McEdward

Being the Church Through Crises
Adventist Mission

New Opportunities for Mission in the Online World
Larissa Preuss
Schedule

Story of Resilience
Kleyton Feitosa

The Three Angels' Messages & Health
Peter Landless, Katia Reinert

Mission in the EUD During the Pandemic
Europe

Sustaining Giving in Times of Crisis
Marcos Bomfim, Hiskia Missah, Aniel Barbe

Resilience Through Crisis
David Beckworth

I Will Go
South America

Children in Ministry
Linda Koh

How to Use Media During Crises
Philip Mathew, Kyle Allen
Schedule

Mission Possible: I Will Go!
South Africa

Families During Crises
Willie & Elaine Oliver

This Is My Story
United States

Lessons Learned from the COVID-19 Pandemic Crisis
Ramon Canals

Finding Relief from Depression
New Zealand

Mission During Pandemic
India

Storms to Come

"What Shall Be Said?"
Justin Kim
Schedule

Our Future Hope
Adventist Mission

Of Storms and the Blessed Hope
Dwain Esmond

Tribute to Those Who Lost Their Lives Serving During the COVID-19 Crisis
Ted Wilson, Ertom Köhler, Paul Douglas

"There We Rise"
Eric & Monique Johnson

Closing Challenge
Mark Finley
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